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Introduction 

Japan’s manufacturers are continually reminded that as global conditions change, they must be 

flexible enough to respond in a timely and decisive way.  Constant updating of knowledge of overseas 

markets and opportunities is crucial.  The more carefully Japanese manufacturers review their sources 

of competitive advantage, the greater their prospects of locking out competitors as global markets evolve.  

In part, the ability to influence competitive advantage requires a consideration of appropriate 

manufacturing location.  Given the low costs and rising skill levels of workers in Asian developing 

countries, Japanese manufacturers face increasing pressure to relocate their operations outside Japan, a 

symptom of Japan’s overall ‘hollowing out’ or de-industrialization.  The de-industrialization is 

characterised by the displacement of Japan’s exports by expatriate Japanese firms, rising imports that 

place increasing pressure on domestic manufacturers and domestic manufacturing job losses due to 

relocation or stiffer foreign competition.  The resulting concern is that the de-industrialization may 

erode Japan’s capacity for long-term economic growth (Cabinet Office 2002). 

Several explanations have been advanced for Japan’s hollowing out problem.  One approach, 

focusing on government failure, relates a sustained appreciation of the yen to strong export performance 

relative to imports.  The failure of import growth to match that of exports, in this view at least, is 

attributed to government protectionist policies, including import barriers associated with government 

unwillingness to deregulate domestic markets.  The desire to prot ect and promote domestic production 

becomes counter-productive, as the trade surplus pushes up the value of the yen and places increasing 

pressure on exporters to relocate overseas.  Essentially, the protected, import -substituting and service 

sectors penalise the export-oriented sectors.  The government failure approach is linked to the trade 
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friction view, a second explanation, whereby the Japanese trade surplus leads other countries to initiate 

their own protectionist policies to redress the imbalance.  For example, the export restraints imposed on 

Japanese auto manufacturers in the 1980s resulted in the relocation of major Japanese car firms to the 

US as the Japanese sought to circumvent US trade restrictions.   

 

This paper emphasises a third explanation: the international specialization of labor as Japanese 

companies coordinate their production activities in a global context.  Here, domestic activities focus on 

research and development (R&D), technology development and the design of high value-added products 

that are innovative, differentiated or service-enhanced.  The specialization requires that activities be 

coordinated on a global scale, with the mass production shifting to labor abundant economies, 

particularly in Asia.  Supporters of this view cite Japan’s currently large trade surplus in high-tech 

products (including industrial electronics, parts and components), shrinking surplus in standardised 

goods (such as consumer electronics), and rapid rise in technology exports (Paprzycki 1998). 

 

In accordance with the international specialization view, we examine Japan’s hollowing out using a 

framework of dynamic comparative advantage.  Changes in comparative advantage can follow logical 

patterns.  We outline a simple and intuitive framework, called the flying geese model, that combines 

both the demand and supply sides of inputs and outputs in an economy.  The model is intended to help 

assess the underlying economic forces that alter comparative advantage and to anticipate how these 

forces influence, among other things, the location and type of Japanese manufacturing.  The paper 

places the hollowing out problem in the context of ‘natural’ economic forces that shape comparative 

advantage.  Given the logic of the economic forces, we shall see that Japan may have little choice but 

to accept the relocation of certain manufacturing offshore if its companies are to remain internationally 

competitive.   

 

The Flying Geese Model  

 

Imagine a formation of geese, flying in an “inverted-v” tier pattern.  For our purposes we can 

think of the geese as representing economies (Akamatsu 1962).  In Asia the lead goose is Japan.  The 

second tier comprises Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea.  Malaysia, the Philippines and 

Thailand could be in the next level, and so on.  A country might move up a tier as it increases, for 

example, its output of capital-intensive products, perhaps due to rising domestic labor costs.  With the 
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loss of its international competitiveness in cheap labor, labor-intensive production will then shift to 

another economy, which elevates itself into the labor-intensive industrialisation stage as its labor and 

other resources shift out of primary production.   

 

In the immediate post-WWII period, Japan had a comparative advantage in labor-intensive 

manufacturing, producing goods such as textiles and footwear.  Over time its per capita GDP increased 

dramatically, with its economic structure changing in favour of capital-intensive manufactures and then 

into hi-tech and services.  Indicative of this latter change is the fact that Japan now imports more 

electronic goods, such as televisions, than it exports.  Japan faces a hollowing out of its manufacturing 

base as industries shift to Malaysia, China and so on.  In turn, Malaysia and Thailand have seen their 

comparative advantages in labor-intensive manufacturing eroded by newcomers like China and Vietnam, 

which continue to move labor out of primary production into industry.   

 

The figure below depicts a schematic flying geese pattern, where the position of each country is 

based loosely on GDP per person and economic structure (or stages of development).   

 

There is a fundamental logic to the progression through the four broad production stages of the 

flying geese model.  By anticipating how the stages evolve within a country, Japan will be better placed 

to anticipate new opportunities and adjust their manufacturing location as new doors open and old ones 

close.  The key points relate to the left and right hand sides of Figure 1.  The right hand side ranks 

Figure 1: An Asian Flying Geese Pattern 
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countries according to GDP per person.  According to World Bank statistics for 2000, Japan had a per 

capita gross national income of US$35,620, ranking it first in Asia.  South Korea had US$8,910; 

Malaysia, US$3,380; Thailand, US$2,000; China, US$840 and Vietnam, $390 (World Bank 2002).   

 

The left hand side indicates the changing composition of the country’s economy, and therefore the 

supply side of the economy.  Gaps between the supply and demand sides create opportunities for trade 

and investment cycles to emerge. 

 

Trade and investment cycles: A deterministic view 

 

Discernable trade and investment patterns arise as countries move through stages of increasing 

technological sophistication (Dowling and Cheang 2000).  The progression is accompanied by 

changing comparative advantage.  In our version of the flying geese model, we focus on labor 

abundance as the key driver of change.   

 

Consider a hypothetical Asian economy in the primary production stage of Figure 1.  Let the 

country have abundant labor, some land and other natural resources, but little capital.  The country 

imports capital equipment to increase the efficiency of its primary producers, and consumer goods, 

given the high cost and lower quality of domestic production in these sectors.  It exports mainly 

primary products to pay for the imports.  Together with supportive government policies, the imported 

capital equipment and technology raise the productivity of farmers and others, facilitating the growth of 

a virtuous circle of higher incomes, more farm investment, higher incomes, and so on.  The 

labor-saving farm investments release labor from agriculture, allowing their transfer to other sectors, 

such as rural manufacturing enterprises.  The surplus savings by farmers, generated from their rising 

incomes, can be channelled into manufacturing start-ups. 

 

The labor transfer depresses wages in manufacturing, resulting in a production structure biased 

towards labor-intensive manufacturing.  The relatively cheap unskilled labor generates a comparative 

advantage in light industry, particularly consumer goods.  Textiles, toys and clothing, among others, 

assume greater importance in the country’s exports.  Rising export revenues facilitate imports of raw or 

partly processed products, such as components for assembly, even more capital and technology to 

expand production, inputs for the manufacturing industries, and food and other consumer items that may 
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be unavailable or more expensive domestically.  Agriculture may expand, but its share of GDP falls.  

Infrastructure development accelerates, the workforce becomes more educated and skill levels increase 

over time.  Light industry expands further, placing increasing demands on the workforce.  Industrial 

wages rise as the ability of agriculture to release workers to industry diminishes. 

 

The rising wage structure erodes the country’s comparative advantage in cheap labor.  Higher 

labor costs spur capital-intensity in manufacturing.  As capital, technology and skills rise, comparative 

advantage shifts to capital-intensive manufacturing.  The country’s exports might include synthetic 

fibres, cars and electronic appliances.  Imports might include raw materials and labor-intensive 

manufactured goods, whose production has now shifted to other economies with lower wages. 

 

As wages keep rising, the more skilled workforce and more advanced technology allow 

comparative advantage to shift yet again, this time into technology, information and skills .  Exports of 

high tech, high value-added manufactures, services and information facilitate imports of consumer 

products for an increasingly wealthy population, raw materials, and processed components for the high 

value-added manufacturing industries (Lim 2002). 

 

The move through the stages to higher levels of GDP/head suggests the ‘inevitability’ of hollowing 

out.  For Japan to reach the apex of the Asian flying geese model, it had to progress through the stages 

implicit in the model.  And if it wants to continue to have a high GDP per person, and therefore high 

wages, it must accept that some industries will eventually become uncompetitive if they remain in Japan.  

An alternative is to make Japan a low wage economy through the import of many more foreign workers, 

a situation seemingly unpalatable to Japanese policy makers.  Moreover, even relatively low wage 

economies such as Malaysia are feeling the pressure from China.  At one Japanese plant in Penang, for 

example, manufacturing workers were paid an average of $1.50/hour.  An employee performing similar 

work in China earns about $0.60/hour (Wong and Hamid 2003). 

 

The China issue  

 

China is receiving increasing attention as an investment location for Japanese firms.  In the last 

financial year, for example, Matsushita Electric Industrial made a dramatic financial recovery, reporting 

over 100 billion yen in operating profits by obtaining parts from and shifting production to China.  The 
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company operates 43 plants in China, producing electronic products ranging from rice cookers to 

semiconductors.  Clarion doubled its operating profit to 9.5 billion yen from a year ago, by relocating 

half of its overseas production to China.  (Overseas production now accounts for 70 percent of its 

overall production capacity.) Konica cut production costs by 10-20 percent by contracting out 

photocopier production to a Taiwanese firm in Shenzhen and producing digital camera lenses at its own 

subsidiary in Dalian (Anon. 2003).   

 

The pace of China’s structural transformation is rapid and has significant implications for Japan’s 

hollowing out problem.  To place the flying geese model in more concrete terms, especially the speed 

at which China is progressing through the flying geese model, consider Figure 2.  This figure shows 

specialization indices for China.  For a given industry, a specialization index is given by a country’s 

trade balance divided by the volume of two-way trade; i.e.,  

Specialization index = 
importsExports
importsExports

+
−

. 

The index offers a rough guide to changing comparative advantage, as suggested by a country’s 

trade structure, and therefore a country’s approximate position in the flying geese model in Figure 1.  

Strong comparative advantage in a product would predict a high ratio of exports to imports.  For 

example, if exports of a product were $10m and imports were $0, the index would equal 1, the upper 

limit.  The lower the index, the lower the level of exports relative to imports, and therefore the weaker 

the comparative advantage in the product. 

 

Following Kwan (2001), we construct specialization indices for China.  Figure 2 considers three 

main sectors in China: primary commodities (comprising food and live animals, beverages and tobacco, 

crude materials, fuels, and animal and vegetable oils and fats), other manufactures (chemicals and 

manufactured goods), and machinery (machines and transport equipment).  ‘Other manufactures’ are a 

proxy for labor-intensive manufactured products, while ‘machinery’ proxies capital- and 

knowledge-intensive products (Kwan 2001). 
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Figure 2: Specialization indices for China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 1990/91, the specialization index for ‘other manufactures’ overtook that of primary 

commodities, even though the expansion of (labor-intensive) rural industry only began in 1985.  Until 

the beginning of the rural industrial reforms, the Chinese economy had suffered from major sectoral 

imbalances.  In the countryside the focus was mainly on grain production; in the cities heavy industry 

was emphasized.  Light industry was a low priority, particularly in consumer goods.  The biased 

production structure changed dramatically from the mid-1980s with the liberalization of rural 

manufacturing activity.  Light industrial growth boomed as agricultural and other resources shifted to 

more profitable rural enterprises.  This is reflected in the rapid increase in the ‘other manufactures’ 

index between 1985-90, as labor and other resources were drawn out of the ‘primary’ sectors following 

the liberalization of rural industry.  Perhaps even more remarkable is the rapid ascent of ‘machinery’ in 

the specialization stakes, hinting at possible future competition with Japan in heavy industry and 

technology (discussed later).   

 

A graphical interpretation 

 

But what do Figures 1 and 2 actually imply for specific industries in China and Japan? Concretely, 

where are the actual threats and opportunities for Japan’s industrial sector? To offer snapshot 
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the specialization indices.  The data and figures in this section are taken from the International Trade 

Center (ITC), an organization of UNCTAD/WTO.1  Figure 3 in the Appendix presents ‘bubbles’, 

whose size represents the value of important Japanese exports to the rest of the world.  The industries 

selected for inclusion in the figure represent the 20 largest export industries for Japan at the 4-digit trade 

classification level.  More detailed information on the industries is given in Table 1 in the Appendix. 

 

The horizontal axis of the diagram represents the percentage change in Japan’s world market share 

for a given product group.  The vertical axis shows the percentage increase in world trade growth per 

annum (ie, growth in world demand/imports), again for the product group under consideration.  For 

both axes the per annum changes are averaged over the period 1997-2001.  Note the horizontal 

reference line denoted ‘Growth for world trade, all’: this shows average per annum growth in world 

trade for all product groups, which is slightly over 4% for the given period.  This reference line, 

together with the vertical axis, defines four quadrants.  The quadrants are characterised by the ITC as 

Champions, Achievers in adversity, Declining sectors and Underachievers.  For example, a Champion 

industry is one whose exports are winning an increasing share of the world market for the product group 

and where world trade in the product group is growing (eg, ‘parts suitable for use solely or principally 

with televisions and appliances’).  An Underachiever is an industry in which world trade in the industry 

is growing, but where Japan’s share of the world market is declining (eg, ‘cars’).   

 

Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that most of Japan’s top 20 export industries fall within the 

Underachievers category.  Note that the ‘underachieving’ is couched solely in terms of declining world 

market share in trade.  This may still be consistent with rising Japanese corporate profits, if the 

declining market trade share is the result of firms optimizing their global operations by relocating 

overseas.  Figure 4 shows the corresponding export portfolio for China over the same period.  

Comparison of Figure 3 with Figure 4 highlights significant Japanese export industries that may be 

facing pressure to relocate to China.  ‘Parts and accessories of computer and office’ are China’s second 

largest export industry and are characterized as Champions.  This is a reasonably significant Japanese 

industry too, but in the Japanese case the industry is losing world market share.  Pressure to increase 

profitability may force the Japanese to relocate to China to take advantage of cheaper labor.   

 

                                                                 
1 See www.intracen.org for further details.  
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It is difficult to gauge the extent of the forces leading to relocation to China.  But current Japanese 

investment in China appears to be small, both relative to the size of the Japanese economy and in 

comparison with Japan’s foreign direct investment globally.  Japan’s cumulative foreign direct 

investment in China stands at only around 3 percent of its cumulative FDI outflows, with its cumulative 

outflows to the US at roughly 40 percent and to the EU at about 23 percent.  From 1998 to 2001 Japan 

invested over 10 times more in the US than China ($51 billion to $4.3 billion).  Japan’s direct 

investment in the EU was even higher than in the US over the same period (Economic Research Institute 

2003).   

 

In terms of Japan’s imports from China, about 60 percent are re-imports from Japanese companies 

operating in China.  Table 1 in the Appendix highlights possible examples.  Consider, for instance, 

product group 8529 ‘part suitable for use solely/princ with televisions,…’.  In 2001 Japan exported 

US$3,346m of such products, mainly to the US and China.  China made up a 14 percent share of these 

exports from Japan.  Yet Table 2 suggests that for this same product group, Japan was China’s leading 

export destination, with Japan taking almost a third of China’s exports of this product group.  Although 

China exported US$3,120 of these products in 2001, their net exports amounted to –US$460 (ie, China 

imported more of this product group than it exported).  A likely interpretation involves the international 

specialization of production, namely Japanese firms exporting products to China for value-adding 

activities, such as assembly, and the products being re-imported to Japan for eventual export to markets 

such as the US.  In such cases of intra-industry trade, the rise in Japan’s imports from China is the 

result of increased Japanese exports to China.  Given the high proportion of Japan’s imports from 

China that actually originates from Japanese firms in China, and therefore the profits that return to Japan, 

the concern about hollowing out due to imports from China may be overstated.   

 

Indeed, almost all the high- and medium-technology products that China exports are made by 

foreign firms.  China imports intermediate goods, components and packaged technology to process 

these goods, and pay dividends, royalties and other fees to the foreign owners.  According to Chinese 

statistics, increasing exports by US$1 million requires importing US$500,000 worth of intermediate 

goods and components, suggesting strong opportunities for complementary trade between China and 

Japan (Economic Research Institute 2003).   

 

Moreover, China and Japan do not appear to be major competitors in the ‘part suitable for use 
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solely/princ with televisions,…’ product market, since they fail to share a common, major export market.  

Overall, perhaps only as little as 16 percent of China’s merchandise exports compete directly with 

Japanese manufactured goods in the US market.  According to the Economic Research Institute (2003): 

‘China’s exports to the U.S.  compete more directly with Indonesia’s than with any of the more 

advanced Asian nations.  And while China’s share of high-tech exports has grown to 17.5% of China’s 

total exports in 2001, up from 2.5% over the previous year, most of them are not really high-tech but 

rather medium-tech, as is evident with their increasing competition with such countries as Thailand and 

Malaysia.’ 

 

The mutually beneficial aspects of Japan-China trade can be seen more clearly elsewhere in Tables 

1 and 2.  China may be thought of as a ‘friend’ to Japan, in the sense that it produces and exports goods 

that complement Japan’s needs.  This trade pattern conforms to expectations from the flying geese 

model.  About 60% of China’s exports to Japan are labor intensive and most of the rest are either low- 

or medium-technology (Economic Research Institute 2003).  Japan is the leading market for four of 

China’s top ten export product groups (6204 ‘women’s suits,…’, 6110 ‘jerseys,…’, 6203 ‘men’s 

suits,…’ and 4202 ‘trunks,…), while 8529 ‘part suitable for use solely/princ with televisions…’ and 

2701 ‘coal,…’ fall in the top 20.  With the exception of 8529, which has already been discussed, none 

of these product groups feature in Japan’s top 40 exports.   

 

Still, there is the potential for Japan and China to clash in common export markets.  Two of 

Japan’s top ten export industries (8473 ‘parts & access of computers…’ and 8521 ‘video recording…’) 

share with China the US as the leading export market.  The speed with which the Chinese have made 

inroads into higher stage industries is evident from comparing Figure 4 with Figure 5, where the 

composition of China’s Champions is quite different.  The two figures differ only by three years.  

Thus a question mark remains about the future, especially in terms of the speed of China’s progression 

to higher technology products and production processes.  Figure 2 hints at the changes – the task is 

now to forecast the anticipated changes in the specialization indices. 

 

Forecasting results 

 

We now turn to the dynamics implied by the flying geese model, using a forecasting model to 

extend the specialization indices of Figure 2.  A principal approach to the analysis of time-series data 
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involves the identification of the component factors that influence each of the periodic values in the 

series – ie, the decomposition of the time series.  In turn, these components are projected individually 

and combined to forecast the aggregate series.  Three components are found in an annual time series 

including the trend component, the cycle component and irregular fluctuations.  The forecasting 

approach employed here is as follows.  The series are fitted as a smooth curve (such as linear, quadratic, 

or linear-log) and residuals are obtained from 1985 to 1998.  Observations from 1999 to 2002 are then 

used to undertake ex-post forecasts.  The values of the residuals from trend fitting include cycle and 

irregular components that can be related to variables that might explain the fluctuations around the trend.  

From Figure 5, ‘primary products’ exhibit a steadily decreasing trend, while ‘other manufactures’ and 

‘machinery’ exhibit a strong upward trend.  However, it appears that three series have a different trend 

pattern.  After some regression experiments, the series are fitted to three different trends, as shown in 

Table 3.   

 

The results from Table 3 suggest that various time trends can explain nearly 90 percent of the series 

variation.  The residual analysis shows that they are white noise processes (identical and independently 

distributed).  So it is not necessary to model the cycle.  The future residuals can be simulated by 

random numbers from a normal distribution with zero mean.  The future trend component can be easily 

computed from regression models.  The forecasting combines the trend and residual components.  The 

results are shown in Figure 6. 

 

From Figure 6, ‘machinery’ is projected in our model to match the ‘other manufactures’ series in 

2008 and finally cross it in 2010.  If correct, these changes in China’s economy suggest a rather more 

threatening scenario for Japan, as China quickly moves to higher stages in the flying geese model. 
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Table 3 

 Coefficients Standard 
Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept 0.424 0.027 15.656 0.000 
T -0.040 0.003 -15.842 0.000 
 
The regression model is: 

tt bTaimPr ε++=  
Adjusted-R-square = 0.94 

 

 Coefficients Standard 
Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept -0.247 0.042 -5.811 0.000 
Ln(T) 0.199 0.020 10.138 0.000 
 
The regression model is:  

tt TbaOthe ε++= )ln(  
Adjusted-R-square = 0.86 

 

 Coefficients Standard 
Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept -0.999 0.046 -21.575 0.000 
Ln(T) 0.119 0.051 2.307 0.036 
T 0.039 0.008 4.995 0.000 
 
The regression model is:  

tt cTTbaMach ε+++= )ln(  
Adjusted-R-square = 0.95 

 

Figure 6: Forecasting results 
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Conclusion 

 

In Asia, comparative advantage can alter quickly (Rana 1990).  The flying geese model suggests 

that Japanese manufacturers should treat the Chinese market as one that is continually changing, and 

changing in fairly logical and predictable ways.  Over time the market will become increasingly 

sophisticated and skilled, but the large pool of labor is likely to keep wages low.  Japanese 

manufacturers will need to factor this into their analysis in determining their production location.   

 

We have attempted to show why, overall, China might not currently be considered a major threat to 

Japan.  Yet as Chinese skills, technology and industrial production base increase, Japan is likely to face 

strong pressure at both the low and high ends of the industrial spectrum.  Despite the hollowing out 

problem, China also represents an economic opportunity for Japan.  The explosive growth in the China 

market, especially in infrastructure projects, has given a boost to Japanese heavy industry.  For 

companies such as Hitachi Construction Machinery, China has proven to be a strong market for sales of 

heavy construction machinery, more than offsetting the decline in its domestic sales.  Overall, Japan’s 

exports to China rose 50 percent from the previous year in the first half of 2003, the fifth consecutive 

first-half rise since1999 (McMahon 2003).  A key issue in Japan’s future domestic industrial structure, 

then, will relate to the relative sizes of the hollowing out and job creation effects as China and others 

evolve economically. 
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APPENDIX 

Figure 3: Japan’s exports, 1997-2001 
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Figure 4: China’s exports, 1997-2001 
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Figure 5: China’s exports, 1994-1998 
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Table 1 
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Table 2 
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 著者のスティーヴン・リム氏は、本学の協定校であるニュージーランド、ワイカト大学経済

学部の Senior Lecturer で、本学経済学部客員教授へは２度目の就任となります。経済学部で

の講義の他に、土曜日に５回シリーズで開催された国際交流特別講演会では、「やさしい英語に

よる経済学講座」を地元聴衆向けに開講され、アジアの貿易と投資について講義されました。

12 月 13 日の最終講演のタイトルは、『文化財市場』で、日頃アンティークや恐竜の骨に関心が

ありコレクターでもあられる氏の本領発揮と言えるでしょう。 

 ２年前には、『専修大学人文科学研究所月報』198 号に POVERTY, RURAL WOMEN AND HIV の表

題で寄稿され、タイにおけるエイズ問題の状況をまとめられましたが、今回の論文は日本の産

業空洞化問題を、日中関係からとらえた労作です。 

 


